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Index of lexical items
company director 92 complain 66 complete 132, 144 completely 134, 150 complex 144 complimentary 76 computer 90 computer keyboard 86 concentrate 60 concern 38, 186, 192 concern with 120 concerned 78, 132, 140, 172 conclude 2, 68 conclusion 76 confess 2, 60, 66 confide 66 confidence 102 confident 140 conflict 172 confusion 172 congratulate 2 congratulations 84 consent 62 consequently 174 consider 2 , 8, 46, 50, 56, 62, 66, 68, 172, 194, 222 58, 186, 192, 202, 222 could 30, 34, 74, 128, 204, 207, 224, 225 2, 30, 44, 46, 50, 60 64, 66, 132, 140, 164 194, 202, 222 40, 128, 204, 207, 224, 226 
